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From many years, we are depending on our fossil fuels to generate energy and for improvising our
life style. What would happen if we are out of our resources and fall prey to the green house effect?
Considering these important factors, our governments are allured to improve the situation right
away. They have taken carbon reduction commitment very seriously and imposed an act to prevent
wastage of energy and reduce the carbon content into aerial space. Control of carbon or some other
wastes from the factories cannot be made zero; however, initiatives can be taken to offset other
gases, which are causing the damage.

Moreover, it can be controlled by proper techniques of choking them. So the cycle can now be
formed to avoid pollution causing and if it cannot be avoided, at least it can be reduced effectively.
Every year, companies report the committee on how much carbon is being released every year and
how much energy they are saving annually. Based on the report they submit, the committee
provides a score. Depending on the score, a rank is given to the company, which states how
efficiently and effectively the company is working on improving the energy utilization and reducing
the carbon emission into the atmosphere.

Carbon credit â€“ Pollution Free Era

Daily millions of vehicles are operating around the globe and emit large amount of carbon into
atmosphere. However, companies being giants of carbon splitters into air, drastic measures are
taken on them immediately. Government is now imposing a fixed price for every ton of garbage they
spill in air and this price could vary every year. Hoping for a better future and as always said,
prevention is better than cure; we are now only taking steps of prevention.

The steps taken today will show its impact in the future and help for long living of our resources and
happy green living. As a part of avoiding carbon into the atmosphere, various steps are being
developed in which storing of the carbon dioxide is quite useful. The carbon dioxide is being stored
deep under the earth and kept safe from mixing into atmosphere. Companies can now generate
more revenue as they can avoid huge payments to government if they reduce the carbon outlet from
their factories. Pollution free era is right in our hands by saving our environment. Let us give a
helping hand in this carbon combat to save environment.
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The author has an immense knowledge on a carbon reduction. Know more about a crc energy
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